Lien Tracking

Weather Forecast

Agenda of the Day
10am - 10pm Opening bar
10:30am Briefing of the riders
12am Warning signal - Orange buoy
2pm Opening of the village and games
4pm Conference (Living Brittany + Emerald Heart + OFB)
6pm Debriefing of the races by Christian Karcher, return of the riders
6.30pm Sausage Cake (reserved for runners)
7pm Award ceremony

After 3 days of racing the top 5 are showing
through

After 3 days of racing things seem to be getting clearer on the
provisional leader board, with the two French boats Armen Habitat
and Elite Ecole Navale well in the lead (23 and 24 points respectively)
but the Spanish boat Enbata80 is lying in ambush in third place in
front of its compatriot GPBullhound. Ecole Navale Locaponton is fifth
on the same number of points as the fourth boat.

A fine lesson in tenacity from SNSM Globe for you

The J80 SNSM Globe for you, skippered by Titouan Sessa, was the
victim of a racing collision on Wednesday and had a deep split in its
portside freeboard to show for it. The crew could have thrown in the
towel, the boat being in such a state. But not a bit of it! Until late in
the evening, drill in hand, the crew moved heaven and earth to make
running repairs using plywood and resin. "We would really like to
finish the week racing!" explained one of the crew.

The atmosphere on the village with the Kafi Band

A very generative music, in permanent interaction with its audience,
the Kafi band has put a great atmosphere on the village!

Volunteers of the day : the Bar

In an event such as the European J80, the bar is the unmissable
meeting of competitors in return for the regatta but also of the public.
This event is hosted by teams of volunteers who take turns. 'We made
180L of beer in 3 hours without counting fruit juices and mineral
water,' explains a volunteer of the bar!
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